
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF ALLEGHENY COUNTY,
PENNSYLVANIA

IN RE: 2008 ALLEGHENY COUNTY
INVESTIGATING GRAND JURY

Criminal Division
CP-02-AD-5-2008

PRESENTMENT H

TO THE HONORABLE JOHN A. ZOTTOLA, SUPERVISING JUDGE:

We, the 2008 Allegheny County Investigating Grand Jury, duly

charged by the Court to inquire into offenses against the criminal laws of the

Commonwealth alleged to have been committed within Allegheny County and

having obtained knowledge of such instances from witnesses sworn by this Court

and testifying before us, and having examined the evidence presented to us, and

finding thereon reasonable grounds to believe, and so believing, upon our

respective oaths, not fewer than twelve concurring, do hereby make this

Presentment to this Honorable Court.
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INTRODUCTION

The allegation before this Grand Jury is that Jane Clare Orie

(hereinafter "Orie"), a public official/public employee, while working in her

capacity as a Pennsylvania State Senator in the 40th Senatorial District, on

diverse occasions from 2001 through and including November 2009, used the

authority and resources of her office to further the pecuniary and political

interests of both herself and her sister, Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice

Joan Orie Melvin (hereinafter "Orie Melvin"). It is alleged that Orie's actions

included, but were not limited to, using state paid office employees, office space,

and equipment in furtherance of both Orie's and Orie Melvin's election

campaign(s) in 2002 through and including November 2009. Detectives from the

Allegheny County Office of the District Attorney Investigations Unit sought the

assistance of the 2008 Allegheny County Investigating Grand Jury in order to

complete this inquiry.

This Grand Jury submits that the actions of Senator Orie and her

sister Janine Orie, give rise to the following alleged violations of the Pennsylvania

Crimes Code including Theft of Services [Diversion of Services] (18 Pa.C.S.A. §

3926(b», Tampering with or Fabricating Physical Evidence (18 Pa.C.S.A. §

4910(1», Criminal Conspiracy (18 Pa.C.S.A. § 903), and violations of the

Pennsylvania Public Official and Employee Ethics Act (65 Pa.C.S.A. § 1103(a».

Legal advisors to this Grand Jury filed a Notice of Submission

requesting access to the tools of the Grand Jury in order to investigate this

matter adequately, particularly the power to compel and obtain witness testimony
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under oath, grant immunity in necessary instances, require the production of

various documents and initiate civil and criminal contempt proceedings, in

addition to other resources as provided under the Grand Jury Act. The Notice of

Submission was then reviewed and approved by the Supervising Judge of the

2008 Allegheny County Investigating Grand Jury on November 12, 2009. Since

that time, numerous witnesses have testified before this Grand Jury, and

documentary evidence was received, and as a result, this Grand Jury, based on

our findings at this time, recommends criminal prosecution against Senator Jane

Clare Orie and her sister, Janine Orie.
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FINDINGS

Based upon the information presented before this Grand Jury, there

is evidence to support the finding that Orie used her staff, employees of the

Pennsylvania Senate, along with office facilities and equipment and supplies that

were provided by the same, for political purposes for both herself and her sister,

Joan Orie Melvin. This Grand Jury also finds that Orie conspired with her sister,

Janine Orie and others, to further personal campaign interests of both Orie and

Orie Melvin by directing and facilitating senate staff employees to conduct such

activity during legislative work hours which activity included, but was not limited

to, drafting letters, making phone calls, maintaining databases of past and future

fundraising contributors, creating campaign-related materials, serving as a driver

for Orie Melvin to political events, utilizing senate office equipment and supplies

in furtherance of Orie and Orie Melvin's respective political campaigns, delivering

campaign-related materials, making data entries of campaign contribution

checks, and the pick-up and delivery of campaign contribution checks from a

campaign-related post-office box and delivery of the same to Orie's personal

residence. These activities occurred as early as 2001 and continued through the

November 2009 general election.

This matter began on October 30, 2009, when Jennifer A. Knapp

Rioja (hereinafter "Rioja"), provided a handwritten complaint to the Investigations

Unit of the Allegheny County District Attorney's Office. Rioja later came before

this Grand Jury and testified that she is enrolled at the University of Pittsburgh

pursuing a Joint Master's Degree in the School of Social Work and in the School
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of Public Administration. In order for Rioja to obtain a degree within her program,

she was required to successfully complete a student internship. Rioja ultimately

accepted an unpaid internship at the senatorial district office of Jane Clare Orie

on McKnight Road. Rioja testified that she, Rioja, is a Democrat, but she

accepted a position with a Republican's office in order to "broaden her horizons".

Rioja began her academic internship on May 11, 2009. She

worked fifteen to twenty hours per week while enrolled in summer classes, and

then became a full-time internship staffer when she completed the summer

session.

Rioja testified that beginning in fall of 2009, she personally

observed Orie's paid staff members performing political campaign work for Orie's

sister, now Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice Joan Orie Melvin. These

activities that had been witnessed by Rioja occurred during regular business

hours at Orie's McKnight Road district office and consisted of numerous

employees conducting political campaign research, creating and working with

fundraising and campaign literature, and making telephone calls on behalf of Orie

Melvin's campaign.

Rioja became aware that various election and campaign materials

for Orie Melvin were being created on Orie's district office equipment, including

the photocopier, scanner, computer(s) and telephone(s) which were provided

and paid for by the Pennsylvania Senate. In addition, Rioja stated that car

magnets and other signs for both Orie Melvin and Orie herself that were used in
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parades for campaign purposes were stored in the McKnight Road district office's

break and supply rooms.

Rioja testified that a majority of the political work that she observed

had been conducted in the Orie office during the legislative workday by senate

staffers Joshua Dott (hereinafter "Dott") and Kurt Acker, Esquire (hereinafter

"Acker"); Rioja testified that Dott handled a majority of the political work that was

carried out for the Orie Melvin campaign. According to Rioja, Acker was more

"controlled" than Dott about openly discussing political work. However, Rioja

also stated that she had heard Acker state to fellow staffers on at least one

occasion that if the Attorney General's Office knew what was occurring in Orie's

office, that "they all would be in handcuffs".

Rioja indicated that a senate staffer Bonnie Shultz (hereinafter

"Shultz") was an employee in Orie's Harrisburg, Pennsylvania office. Rioja

recalled on at least one occasion, a conference call took place during which

Shultz reprimanded both Charles Young (hereinafter "Young") and Dott for not

completing their legislative workload requirements. Later, testimony from Dott

during this Grand Jury investigation confirmed that the reason for those staffers

falling behind on legislative work, especially as to Dott himself, occurred because

of the time that he, Dott, was spending doing Orie Melvin campaign work during

the legislative workday at Orie's senatorial office.

Rioja further testified that on the day of one of Orie Melvin's

fundraising events, Dott printed nametags for the event on the printer in Orie's

district office; this was confirmed by Dott to Rioja. Later, before this Grand Jury,
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Dott admitted under oath that he had used the legislative printer in Orie's office

for such political activities for Orie Melvin's campaign. Rioja also testified that

she had observed both a check and a letter for Orie Melvin's fundraiser that had

been left in open view on Dott's desk in the Orie legislative office. In fact,

according to Rioja, a fellow senate staffer, Young, took a photograph of both of

these documents as they lay on Dott's desk. A photograph of the check and the

letter was subsequently admitted into evidence during Grand Jury testimony, and

Young admitted under oath that he had taken that photo. Dott also confirmed

during his testimony that he had left the check and its accompanying letter on his

desk as described by Rioja, and he further admitted that it was just one of the

many such items related to the Orie Melvin campaign that he had processed, as

directed, in the Orie legislative office.

According to Rioja, Young discussed with her the fact that he had

been asked to participate in an after-hours "phone bank" to make calls in support

of Orie Melvin's 2009 election. Young indicated to Rioja that he stated to Orie's

Chief of Staff, Jamie Pavlot (hereinafter "Pavlot"), that he did not want to

participate in the phone bank. Pavlot responded to Young that he was hired with

the expectation that he would participate in these types of activities, and if he did

not, they would "have to discuss his future".

Rioja stated that on October 29, 2009, she was seated in the

Cathedral of Learning at the University of Pittsburgh using AOL Instant

Messenger (1M) on her laptop conversing with Young. As Young and Erika

Frantz (hereinafter "Frantz"), who was at that time another of Orie's legiSlative
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interns and also a student at the University of Pittsburgh, were 1Mchatting with

Rioja, Young indicated via 1Mthat Frantz had been directed to conduct certain

campaign work for Orie Melvin's campaign during the legislative workday while at

Orie's office. Rioja became aware that Frantz had been asked to call nursing

homes or senior centers and convents in order to facilitate Orie Melvin's political

campaigning in the 40th district. Young indicated to Rioja that he had been

uncomfortable with Frantz handling political work.

Rioja testified that on October 30,2009, at approximately 8:30 a.m.,

Rioja entered Orie's North Hills district office that was located on McKnight Road

and expressed to Pavlot that she had serious ethical concerns about the political

campaigning that was being carried out for Orie Melvin during legislative work

hours by staffers at Orie's district office. Rioja then submitted her own

resignation as an intern. According to Rioja, Pavlot reacted negatively to the

conversation and demanded to know with whom she had discussed these

allegations. Rioja said that it appeared that Pavlot was trying to confuse Rioja,

and Pavlot told Rioja that all political activity done by staffers was either being

conducted by staffers who were on "cornp" or vacation time.

That day, after Rioja had submitted her resignation from her

internship, Rioja called both the Pennsylvania Bureau of Elections and later the

Pennsylvania Office of the Attorney General to report the political activities that

were being carried out at Orie's legislative office. Rioja was told by the person

with whom she spoke at the Pennsylvania Office of the Attorney General that her

complaint should be directed instead to the Office of the District Attorney of
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Allegheny County. Rioja's own telephone records for that day have been

admitted into evidence, and they corroborate Rioja's description of the sequence

of the phone calls that she made that day that ultimately led to her filing a written

complaint with the Investigations Unit of the Allegheny County District Attorney's

Office.

Rioja also sent a text message to Young that same day, October

30, 2009, telling him that she had resigned. In a return message Young

cautioned Rioja that Orie knew "high-ranking people" at the University of

Pittsburgh and Young speculated that Orie would contact these people and the

"entire situation would go away". Transcripts of the aforementioned text

messages subsequently were received into evidence by this Grand Jury after

having been identified by Rioja.

Rioja stated that the day she resigned, Pavlot contacted her

supervising professors at the University of Pittsburgh, John Delassandro

(hereinafter "Delassandro") and Tracey Soska (hereinafter "Soska"), in order to

determine what information Rioja may have related to them. Subsequently, on

November 2, 2009, Rioja received a letter from Orie, dated October 30, 2009,

denying any allegations of political campaigning during legislative time and

alleging that Rioja may have had a "political agenda" when she agreed to work

for Orie. The letter that Orie sent to Rioja was copied to Tracey Soska, John

Delassandro, and Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg of the University of Pittsburgh.

Rioja subsequently denied any such motivation of a political agenda in testimony

before this Grand Jury.
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Also, Rioja's campus internship supervisors at Pitt, Professors

Soska and Delassandro, testified that neither of them had any reason to believe

that Rioja had any "political agenda" regarding her internship experience at the

office of Senator Orie. Professor Soska testified that while seeking an internship

placement, Rioja had considered several prospective sites in various federal,

state and local legislative offices, but eventually accepted a position with Orie

because Orie's North Hills office was in close proximity to Rioja's residence.

Professor Delassandro also appeared before this Grand Jury and he testified that

obtaining an internship is a formal, structured process with the school, and the

internship program has an online directory of over 500 agencies. The student

seeking the internship is required to select four prospective agencies and

schedule interviews with the prospective staff. Delassandro indicated that in

addition to Orie's office, Rioja had considered a number of other placements,

including the offices of Senator Bob Casey, Senator Arlen Spector, and Tim

Murphy because she was interested in learning about local social service

problems in the area from a governmental perspective.

Soska described how, on October 30, 2009, he received a phone

call from Pavlot wherein Pavlot indicated that she was angry about Rioja's

resignation and "did not appreciate Rioja leaving under those circumstances".

Pavlot further explained to Soska that Rioja was "misinformed" about what she

had purportedly witnessed at Orie's senate office. Pavlot then cautioned that the

actions by Rioja raised concerns as to whether Orie would want to continue to

place other interns from the University of Pittsburgh in the future. This Grand
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Jury subsequently heard testimony from Pavlot that she had been directed by

Orie herself to contact the University of Pittsburgh through both the two

supervising professors and Chancellor Nordenberg, in order to try to convince

them that the claims that had been made by the then-former intern were the

result of a "misunderstanding"; in reality, Pavlot admitted under oath before this

Grand Jury that she had been directed by Orie herself to lie about what had

actually occurred regarding the political-type work that had been conducted

within the legislative office. In fact, Pavlot admitted that the contents of the letter

that was hand-drafted by Orie herself were false when Orie claimed: "At no time

has any member of my staff engaged in any political activity during, or on official

state working time." Pavlot told this Grand Jury that parts of the letter were simply

"untrue"; Pavlot admitted, though, that she nonetheless prepared this letter

because she had been directed to do so by Orie herself.

Soska noted that in regard to the uniqueness of the Chancellor

being copied with that letter that was sent to Rioja by Orie, in his experience, the

Chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh generally does not become involved

with issues involving internships; Soska's thoughts in this regard were echoed in

testimony by Delassandro.

The incident on October 29, 2009, that became the core of the

original complaint in this matter has become well-documented in this

investigation through both the testimony of numerous witnesses who appeared

before this Grand Jury, and from documentary evidence, as well.
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Frantz described in testimony before this Grand Jury how, on the

day of October 29, 2009, while performing her internship duties in Orie's

legislative office, Pavlot told Frantz to contact various convents in the area for the

"Senator's [Orie's] knowledge." Frantz testified that as part of the work detail she

had been assigned that day, she also had been directed to make labels and

create envelopes for what Frantz believed were campaign-related materials for

Orie Melvin. Frantz described how she and another staffer had been assigned to

stuff a number of large envelopes at the conference table in the Senator's

legislative office. Into each of these envelopes she and the other staffer had

placed a letter upon which was a masthead, or letterhead, which bore a

photograph of Orie Melvin; each letter was signed by Orie. In addition, Frantz

identified the palm cards that had been inserted into each of those envelopes.

Those palm cards included a picture of Orie Melvin and recommended her for the

Supreme Court.

Testimony by Orie staffers provided a more complete

understanding of what occurred during this incident at the Orie legislative office.

One staffer, Young, testified that he worked for Orie as an intern

from April to August of 2009, and subsequently became a paid staff member in

August of 2009 earning $20,000 per year. Regarding the incident at Orie's office

on the 29th of October, 2009, Young stated that Orie communicated through

Pavlot that she wanted a list created. Frantz was then asked to call and compile

the information that had been requested. Young further testified that he had

been asked to stay late that day and did, in fact, stuff the political envelopes in
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the legislative conference room. Other witnesses that testified, including Dott

and Kathy Campbell (hereinafter "Campbell"), confirmed that a number of those

envelopes containing Orie Melvin literature were actually hand-delivered by the

two of them to area convents during the legislative workday. All those staffers

agreed that no "comp time" was utilized while doing this work; it was done on

legislative time.

Although a number of the envelopes that were prepared and stuffed

in the conference room of Orie's legislative office that day were delivered to

convents, a larger amount of them were not actually delivered, but instead were

later made available to this Grand Jury. Those large envelopes contained not

only political correspondence on Orie Melvin's masthead, or letterhead, but also

contained within those envelopes that had been stuffed that day were numbers of

poll cards. Frantz testified that she had to call each convent and ask how many

nuns were domiciled there, and from that reported number, a similar number of

poll cards were added to each respective envelope. Frantz noted that only seven

of the places that she had been directed to contact were even in Orie's legislative

district.

Legislative staffer Campbell, who at the time was working for the

Senator in "constituent relations", admittedly took part in the hand-delivery of

those envelopes to some of the addressees. Campbell gave this Grand Jury her

insight into how this incident developed.

On October 29, 2009, Campbell recalled walking outside the

McKnight Road office to Orie's own car where Orie was present. Orie informed
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her that Christine 8ahr, a former employee of Orie who still authored

correspondence for her, was going to draft a letter. Campbell was supposed to

take the poll cards from the boxes and, along with the drafted letter, create

mailings that were to be delivered to nuns at local convents. Campbell testified

that she then helped to carry the boxes of the poll cards from Orie's car into the

conference room in Orie's legislative office. Pavlot then requested that Campbell

count out the poll cards in stacks of ten.

According to Campbell, there were seven to eight convents in the

neighboring area and the poll cards had Orie Melvin's pro-life stance and

photograph printed on them. Campbell said that Frantz assisted her in preparing

the packets. Campbell also testified that she typed up a mailing list for the

convents from researching the addresses on Google.

Campbell further stated that she helped stuff the envelopes for the

convents during the regular workday; each envelope contained the letter, the pro-

life cards, with an address label upon the front of each envelope. Campbell,

accompanied by Dott, then dropped off these packets to a number of convents

from approximately noon to 1:20 p.m. on October 29, 2009. According to

Campbell, she did not conduct any of this activity on "comp" time, but it was just

"part of her legislative workday".

Campbell brought another matter of interest to the attention of the

Grand Jury; she stated that on October 29, 2009, extra poll cards for Orie Melvin

were photocopied on the senate office copier in Orie's district office and, since

they were not all used, some ultimately were discarded into the garbage.
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Campbell went on to relate how, days later, on November 2, 2009, Campbell.

again went to work at the Orie office, and while at the office she informed Pavlot

that surplus copies of Orie Melvin's poll cards had been placed in the office's

trash container. Pavlot informed Orie of this revelation by Campbell and Orie

specifically directed that those poll cards be removed from the trash and given to

her. Campbell said that as had been instructed by Orie, Campbell gave the

previously discarded poll cards to Orie and Orie then placed the poll cards into

her purse. Campbell never saw them again.

During the first week of November, 2009, Frantz returned to Orie's

office and spoke to Pavlot. Pavlot talked to Frantz about the letters that she

stuffed into the envelopes on October 29, 2009, and during that conversation

Pavlot tried to convince Frantz that she, Frantz, had "misunderstood the

situation" and in any event that any campaign tasks that Frantz may have

observed actually took place on "camp" time. Frantz testified that she knew that

she had not received any "comp" time for that workday's activity. According to

Frantz, it was her belief that Pavlot was trying to talk her into believing a scenario

that had not actually occurred; i.e., that non-political letters had been stuffed into

those envelopes that day.

Indeed, subsequent testimony from Pavlot confirmed those

suspicions that had been voiced by Frantz to this Grand Jury. Jamie Pavlot

testified that she had been an employee of the Pennsylvania Senate for thirteen

years, and for most of that time, she served as Chief of Staff at Orie's McKnight

Road office. According to Pavlot, she has conducted campaign work as directed
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by Orie for as long as thirteen years prior, and for at least the last ten years she

has continued doing political, non-legislative work on office time for Orie at Orie's

directive.

Pavlot recalled that on October 29, 2009, Pavlot directed Frantz to

make phone calls to convents because Orie wanted to deliver letters to nuns

promoting Orie Melvin's campaign for Supreme Court Justice. According to

Pavlot, the requested calls were made to the convents, then the addresses were

placed into the Senate Information Bank (SIB); address labels were then printed

to facilitate distribution of the envelopes. The subject of the letter that was

originally put into the envelopes was an endorsement of Orie Melvin by Orie.

Once those envelopes were created, Dott, a legislative staffer, was directed to

deliver the envelopes to the respective convents for distribution to the resident

nuns.

According to Pavlot, as per the directive by Orie, Campbell, Frantz,

Young and another Orie staffer, Dan Soltesz, all helped to prepare those

campaign materials for delivery to the convents; Pavlot admitted that this work

was done at the legislative office using senate-owned equipment and supplies,

as well as legislative workers who were on state time.

One e-mail dated October 29, 2009 was brought to the attention of

this Grand Jury; that e-mail from Janine Orie to Pavlot, directed Pavlot to check

with Orie about leaving Orie Melvin's campaign literature at the Vincentian/Divine

Providence convent.
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Another e-mail presented to this Grand Jury, dated October 29,

2009, was from Orie to Pavlot; that message was sent from Orie's Blackberry at

10:59 a.m. and it set forth the verbiage that ultimately was utilized in the

campaign endorsement letter that was later distributed by staffers to the

convents. Pavlot's response communication to Orie asking Orie whether those

letters should be addressed as "Dear Sisters" was also placed into evidence, as

was the response from Orie.

A third pertinent e-rnail concerning this episode was also seen by

the Grand Jury; that third correspondence is also dated October 29, 2009, and

was from Janine Orie to Pavlot. In that e-mail, Janine Orie instructed Pavlot to

copy and paste two pages of Orie Melvin's endorsement letters subsequently

included in the packets that were destined for the convents as pages two and

three of the three page political correspondence.

In testimony to the Grand Jury, Pavlot confirmed that on October

30, 2009, Rioja appeared at the Orie legislative office and told Pavlot that.she

was resigning because she did not feel comfortable with the campaign work that

was being conducted during the legislative workday. Pavlot then informed Orie

of this fact and according to Pavlot, Orie told her to generate a second letter -

one which this Grand Jury later confirmed was unknowingly written as a "cover-

up" letter by former Orie staffer Christine Bahr. This second "cover-up" letter was

to be different from the original one that actually had been put into the envelopes

that were originally destined for delivery to the convents; Pavlot conceded, as per

One's directive, that this second letter was to serve as a "cover-up" for the
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correspondence that had been actually prepared, and of which over half a dozen

had been already hand-delivered to various area convents. According to Pavlot,

Orie told her to show this "cover-up" letter to Frantz when she, Frantz, returned to

work and Pavlot was tasked by Orie with trying to convince Frantz that she had

not really seen what Frantz not only had seen, but actually done, in the legislative

conference room on October 29th
•

Pavlot also testified about other communications directed to her

from Orie on October so", the day that Rioja resigned. Pavlot identified one of

these items was a message in which Orie told Pavlot to post a sign on the door

of the second floor of the building above Orie's district office; this sign was to

state that the second floor was the "Campaign Office of Senator Jane Clare

Orie." This was done in order to make it appear that the room had been used as

an Orie campaign office, unassociated with the Orie Melvin campaign, which, in

fact, was untrue. The actual wording of that message was as follows:

[Discussing putting a sign to denote the room as an Orie campaign room, not

Orie Melvin, on door of the room upstairs] "Yes...put it on letterhead so we

co[i]ver (sic) ourselves...tell josh do letterhead on laptop at home...put sign on

door Senator Jane orue[sic-Orie] camaoign[sic-campaign] office."

Pavlot also testified that she, along with Dott, went to the legislative

office on Sunday, November 1, 2009. At the direction of Orie, Pavlot and Dott

prepared the letter that was ultimately sent to Rioja and her professors about her

resignation. When the two left the office, they took with them two large boxes

which contained papers, including ones that were political in nature. Pavlot later
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turned the contents of these two boxes over to the Allegheny County Office of the

District Attorney, and during her Grand Jury appearance, Pavlot testified as to

the political nature of the papers that she had removed from Orie's legislative

office.

Pavlot also told this Grand Jury about an incident that occurred in

the aftermath of the general election in November 2009. Pavlot described how

she was going through older files of papers in the Orie office and from them had

collected large packs of political papers which were sitting on the top of her desk.

Orie herself came into the office and inquired about what was in those stacks.

Pavlot explained that these were political papers that she had been storing in her

own desk. Pavlot described how Orie, upon seeing this files and hearing Pavlot's

explanation, told Pavlot that they "needed to be removed" as she, Orie, grabbed

two of the packages of files, hid them under her coat so they couldn't be seen by

a casual observer, and then hastily left the office leaving to dispose of the

remaining files. When asked if she knew why Orie did not just carry the files

outside to her car in plain view, Pavlot said that at that time Orie believed that the

office was under surveillance and that she, Orie, did not want to be seen exiting

with those political papers.

The extra office space that Pavlot discussed earlier was the subject

of review by this Grand Jury. Evidence brought before this Grand Jury indicated

that Alfred Thomson, the owner of the La Casa Blanca Building where Orie's

district office is located, stated that he had been leasing out the actual space

since December of 1998. In one instance, on January 23, 2001, Thomson stated
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that another suite, Suite 105, was donated as an in-kind contribution for Orie's

2001 campaign. Thomson said that the value of the donated office space was

$1,000. Suite 105 was also made available as a senior citizen tax service area

during tax time. According to Thomson, this was for very short periods of time.

After some period of time passed, Orie eventually required more

office space and she had the senatorial office relocated to Suite 105. Although

Orie had relocated, she still maintained the key and access to her former office,

which was known as Suite 205. Thomson indicated that he has always allowed

Orie to use the extra office space for the senior tax services, but that was the

only use he had authorized it for.

Thomson then explained that he only allowed Orie to use this extra

space because she was a tenant. Thomson stated that he would not have

allowed Orie to use this space for free if she had not been a tenant. It was

Thomson's understanding that Suite 205 was only used as a senior tax office and

was not for use as Orie's campaign office. According to him, Orie Melvin did not

have permission to use the office space on Thomson's property except for a few

months in 2003 when, at the request of Pavlot, an in-kind contribution of office

space was made. This procedure was not followed in the 2009 Orie Melvin

campaign.

What started initially as a complaint somewhat limited both in time

and scope regarding incidents allegedly occurring in the latter part of the year

2009 - that is, the unpaid intern's complaint to law enforcement that Orie's office

staff were being used to further the election aspirations of her sister Joan Orie
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Melvin - soon encompassed allegations of a much more expansive misuse of

Orie's staffers, as both current and past employees came before the Grand Jury

and described how they, and other Orie staffers like them, were required to

perform non-legislative jobs fully over the past ten years that Orie has served in

the Senate of this Commonwealth.

This Grand Jury takes note of the fact that during the pendency of

this investigation, no fewer than fifteen either current or past members of Orie's

Senatorial staff have testified under oath before this body that they either

participated in, and/or observed non-legislative work occurring during legislative

working hours. Staffers reported that directives to do this political and campaign

work came from at least three sources: Orie herself, Orie's Chief of Staff, and, in

regard to the 2009 political campaign of Joan Orie Melvin, from Orie's sister,

Janine Orie.

At least four of these individual Orie staffers who testified have

described instances wherein they themselves, or other staffers, were taken from

their respective legislative office duties to either make calls at a telephone bank

on Orie's behalf, or were taken to locations in the area to engage in "door

knocking" in order to promote Orie's candidacy for political office. According to

staffers, Orie herself was even present on occasion when such latter-described

tasks were performed during senatorial office hours. Specifically recalled were

trips to the Franklin Park area, the Middle Road area near Wagner's Market, and

also in residential areas near the Orie district office.
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A number of these staffers testified that during some periods of

time - for example, during fundraising periods or at times when political petitions

had to be processed in anticipation of an upcoming primary election - as much

as one-third to one-half of the actual legislative work time of an individual

Senatorial worker was devoted to non-legislative activities carried out on Orie's

personal behalf. Several staffers further reported to this Grand Jury that Orie's

staffers were even taken out of the legislative office during the workday in order

to participate in telephone banks for candidates other than either Orie or Orie

Melvin.

Regarding non-legislative acts done on behalf of Orie, those

activities that were admittedly performed by senate staffers included yearly

participation in the annual fundraising activities that were aimed at enlarging

Orie's own political coffers from 2001 through and including the year 2009, and

also for political campaign work that was performed during Orie's own Senatorial

re-election campaigns in both 2002 and 2006.

Staffers have testified that while on state time, they participated in

the yearly fundraising events that were set up for Orie; they also placed calls to

invite prospective contributors to appear at fundraisers or make political

contributions to the Senator; they confirmed attendance of persons in anticipation

of the events themselves; they sent "thank you" notes to those who attended

those fundraising events or who contributed money to the Senator's political

campaigns; and they made sure that the names of contributors for each event

were placed into various databases for use at future fundraising events - all of
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this was done on state time. Testimony reveals that up until late spring of 2009,

some of those very campaign and political records of Orie's were maintained on

computer hard drives that were part of the state computer system; these were

identified by Oriels staffers as "0" and "S" drives, at various times. Testimony

from these staffers further revealed that in the late spring or early summer of

2009, Orie directed that these political files - specifically those still remaining on

the "S" drive - be transferred to a "thumb drive" and the non-legislative data that

was previously being maintained on the senate's system was then removed from

the drives that up until that time were then on the state's computer system.

Regarding the type of activity that was conducted over a period of

ten years in relation to Orie's fundraising efforts, numerous and/or former staffers

presented testimony.

According to Pavlot, she conducted campaign and other political

work on behalf of Orie for years, during legislative hours and at Orie's directive.

Numerous e-mails were brought before this Grand Jury documenting the extent

of the campaign work that Pavlot conducted on behalf of both Orie and Orie

Melvin especially during the 2009 Orie Melvin campaign. In addition, e-mails

presented to the Grand Jury gave substantive proof of the directives Orie gave to

Pavlot in order to have Orie's legislative staff conduct such campaign activities as

well.

Pavlot related how, at Orie's directive, in Mayor June of 2009,

Pavlot participated in conducting a fundraiser for Orie. Pavlot testified that this

was an actual event for Orie. According to Pavlot, on those occasions she would
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make phone calls and write "thank you" letters during the legislative workday for

Orie's fundraising. Pavlot testified that when she received an e-mail for Orie that

included the notation "see me" or "FR" (i.e. "Fundraiser"), that indicated to Pavlot

that the individual mentioned in the e-mail had been indentified by Orie as the

person who should be solicited for a donation to Orie's campaign.

Pavlot stated that legislative staffer Audrey Rasmussen (hereinafter

"Rasmussen"), was tasked to oversee the database for the Orie fundraiser; that

political data was updated on her personal laptop and also on the senate

computer in the district office. Around Mayor June of 2009, Rasmussen

indicated to Pavlot that she felt uncomfortable doing campaign work during the

legislative workday. Pavlot then shared these concerns with Orie. Orie then

communicated to Pavlot a level of distrust towards Rasmussen.

According to both Pavlot and Rasmussen, Orie told Pavlot to

remove all of the political files from the state computer and place that data

instead on a digital storage "jump drive". Pavlot then stated that after

Rasmussen was relieved of those duties, the task of working with this data was

subsequently delegated to staffer Dott. Dott himself confirmed that he began to

work with the political files on the "jump drive" in the summer of 2009.

Elaine Rickard (hereinafter "Rickard"), testified that she was

employed in constituent relations at Orie's Cranberry, Pennsylvania, office from

June 2004 through March 2006. Rickard testified that she initially made $25,500

per year with a 3% yearly increase.
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According to Rickard, the first task that was assigned to her when

she joined Orie's staff was to organize a fundraiser for Orie in Butler County,

Pennsylvania. Rickard stated that she was contacted by Jamie Pavlot and was

told that the "Senator [Oriel wanted this done". Rickard testified that she was to

contact Tom King (hereinafter "King"), an attorney in the Butler area who was

actively involved with the Republican Party. Rickard stated that she was required

to contact King, during legislative business hours, who provided her with a list of

names of people to invite to the fundraiser. Rickard then told Pavlot that she

would be more than happy to work on the fundraiser but that it would have to be

after hours. Rickard further explained that her husband had been involved in

politics in the Butler area and she knew that conducting campaign work during

office hours was improper. Rickard was told that "this was not good enough" and

to turn the fundraiser file over to the McKnight Road district office. Rickard

testified that she sent the list she had been given via fax to the attention of

another Orie staffer, Joe Smith (hereinafter "Smith") at the McKnight Road district

office. Rickard said that she subsequently received a fax from Smith to

proofread a copy of the invitation that had a handwritten note on it from Smith.

Rickard testified that Smith was ultimately given the responsibility of maintaining

fundraising lists because of her reluctance to continue this political activity.

Rickard was also asked to secure nominating petition signatures,

but indicated that she would not do so on office time. She related one instance

when she had to make a trip to the McKnight Road district office during the day

and while en route, personally observed legislative staff members from that
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district office circulating petitions in a neighborhood behind that office.

Nominating petitions were kept at the Cranberry district office for that purpose,

but staff was instructed to turn over petitions to voters "outside the office".

Rickard further testified that if people came to the Cranberry district office and

wanted yard signs they were then directed to the McKnight Road district office.

Johnna Kerner (hereinafter "Kerner"), testified that she had been

employed as a full-time legislative aide for Orie between September 2004 and

October 2006. Kerner stated that her starting salary had been approximately

$21,500, with annual 3% raises. Kerner testified that from September 2004 until

December 2005, her duties consisted primarily of legislative activities. Kerner

stated that she became actively involved in doing campaign-related activities

during legislative work hours in the year 2006.

Kerner was given the duty of entering "FR" (fundraising) data into a

spreadsheet for Orie's campaign. The "FR" information that was entered was

normally given to her by Pavlot. Some of this information was received via mail

that was sent either directly to Orie's legislative office or to a P.O. Box 516 in

Ingomar, Pennsylvania. Kerner occasionally retrieved mail from P.O. Box 516.

After the mail was sorted and given to Orie for review, some items would be sent

back by Orie with a handwritten notation "FR" or "FR list", which Kerner stated

would be her directive to enter such data into the appropriate spreadsheet.

Kerner stated that the term "FR" was used often in e-mails to/from Orie during

this time period, and that they would always be related to Orie's campaign

fundraising.
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Kerner stated that she also recalled being directed to assist another

local candidate in another area of Allegheny County during legislative work hours

by "door knocking" on that candidate's behalf. Kerner recalled that other

legislative interns also participated in that activity - all of which was done on

legislative time.

Orie's staffer Smith testified that he began work for Orie as a paid

intern in the summer of 2002 through 2004 when he graduated from college.

While serving as an intern, Smith made $11-$12 per hour. Smith testified that in

2004 he became a legislative aide, and he remained in that position through

2006. During that time, his salary went from an initial $26,000 per year to the

$32,000 that he was making when he left in 2006.

Smith testified that while he was an intern he did campaign work

that consisted of making fundraising phone calls and drafting invitations for Orie

on office time. This type of non-legislative, political-type work for Orie increased,

however, once he became a full-time legislative aide.

Smith testified that he was involved with Orie's annual fundraising

event usually held at the Rivers Club in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. According to

him, Smith would spend up to half of his legislative workday for a period of one

and-a-half to two months prior to the event planning for that event, the work for

which included, but was not limited to, coordinating guest speakers, creating

invitations, stuffing invitation envelopes and preparing the site location for the

event. Smith described this annual fundraising event as "Orie's premier event"

and it often would generate close to $80,000 - $110,000 in contributions for Orie.
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Smith also stated that during the legislative workday he would help

facilitate Orie's "host committees" which would involve Smith calling and soliciting

various members for various political program(s). Smith described these

committees which he worked as being the "backbone" of Orie's ability to

generate campaign capital.

Smith himself said that he would receive multiple senate e-mails or

correspondences with the notation "FR" on him. This indicated to Smith that he

was supposed to input the individual's names on the e-mail into a fundraising list.

According to Smith, Orie "coveted" this information, and stated that she did not

want this information "lost or leaked" to others.

Smith explained that since he was proficient with computers, he

had to "back-up" several files that were campaign-related and kept on the senate

computers that were located in Orie's district office. Smith described these files

as being "Fat Cat" lists, "fundraising" lists, and "donor" lists. In addition, Smith

testified that he helped to create the "0" drive on the senate system which gave

limited access to data only to Orie, Pavlot and Smith himself, within which were

stored political files.

Smith testified that during the 2006 senate election campaign,

Smith went "door-knocking" for signatures for Orie's nominating petitions during

the legislative workday. Furthermore, according to Smith, for sometime Orie did,

in fact, have a campaign office but she never had any campaign staff there.

Instead, Orie utilized and relied upon her legislative staff for conducting

campaign activities.
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After the Habay scandal erupted in a neighboring legislative office,

Smith testified that the campaign activity during legislative time did not cease, but

instead, Orie wanted to be more careful and conceal the improper activity that

was occurring during the legislative workday.

Alexander Brodsky (hereinafter "Brodsky"), stated that he worked

as an intern for Orie during the summer months of both 2003 and 2004. While

working those summers, Brodsky testified that he made between $7 - $8 per

hour.

Brodsky testified that after his internship in 2003, he wanted to

return to work for Orie in the summer of 2004. However, Brodsky stated to

Pavlot that he would like to receive a pay raise or a promotion for his next

summer's work. Pavlot indicated to Brodsky that she would "check with the

Senator and get back to him." Brodsky then stated that Pavlot called him and

told him that due to budget restrictions that he could not receive an hourly raise,

but he could be paid an extra couple of weeks of work for time that he would not

have to be in attendance at the office. Brodsky testified that he received this pay

for two to three weeks that he did not actually work in summer of 2004.

Jamie Pavlot testified that this extra pay that was received by

Brodsky was approved directly by Orie herself.

During the second summer of his employment, Brodsky also stated

that he was directed by legislative office staff members from the McKnight Road

district office to make calls at a the 2004 Bush campaign phone bank during

regular work hours. This activity occurred over a course of a week for two to
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three days, and required him to be taken from the legislative office to an off-site

location.'

Brodsky testified that at this phone bank he used the fictitious name

"Austin" and he received a script from a legislative staffer as to what he should

say during the telephone calls. He would then dial *67 on his phone to block

where the call came from and would read from the script endorsing the

candidate. Pavlot corroborated that Brodsky did work at the phone banks during

the legislative workday for George W. Bush.

Christine Bahr (hereinafter "Bahr"), testified that she was at one

time a paid employee of Orie. She stated that she started her employment in

October of 1998 when Orie was a member of the Pennsylvania House of

Representatives. Bahr stated that she left her position with Orie for three to four

months, but later returned to work for her until 2005. During this time, Bahr

served as a legislative aide performing such tasks as writing, constituent work,

speaking on Orie's behalf and attending meetings. Bahr's weekly salary was

$750 per week while on staff.

Bahr testified that while she was a senatorial employee she was

directed to do campaign work such as making phone calls for Orie's election

during normal legislative working hours as early as 1999 and 2000 when Orie

was a State Representative and this political work continued throughout the

years that Orie was a senator. Bahr stated on occasion she was directed by

Pavlot to make phone calls to citizens and impersonate Orie. Bahr testified that

1 A 2004 e-mail from Orie to Kim Ward where Orie personally committed "volunteers" to make
250 calls on behalf of George W. Bush was presented before this Grand Jury.
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such actions made her uncomfortable. These calls were made on legislative

time at another office near Orie's district office. When Bahr made these

campaign-related calls, she did not take vacation or "comp" time, and she would

do so roughly two days per week. In addition, Bahr testified that she would

occasionally be detailed to write election-related correspondence while working

as a legislative staff member.

Pamela Wahal (hereinafter "Wahal") was another witness who

testified that she worked for Orie during the 2002 election campaign until June

2006 and that she had participated in improper campaign activity through

directives from Pavlot who would usually preface her remarks "per the Senator"

or "per JCO". For example, Wahal testified that at times she was instructed by

Orie herself during working hours to go "door knocking" and obtain signatures on

nominating petitions for Orie's candidacy. She was chastised because she did

not get enough signatures on nominating petitions which she had requested to

do on her own time, rather than office time. She also recalled being directed to

go "door knocking" to pass out Orie literature on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.

Christa Meeder (hereinafter "Meeder") stated that she worked for

Orie from 2001 to 2003. Initially, Meeder began working as an intern for one

semester and then she became a legislative assistant. Her position was full-

time.

Meeder stated that most instructions to conduct political work

during legiSlative time came from Pavlot but occasionally such directives came

directly from Orie. Meeder indicated that she conducted ongoing fundraising
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tasks, such as data entry and organization of the actual political events. Meeder

stated that she would input "RSVPs", and also file contribution checks.

According to her, the data entry consisted of the names of individuals who

contributed to the campaign. Such work occurred during the legislative workday

and was done by her on the senate computer and printer.

Christa Meeder testified that the majority of the political work that

she did was in 2002 and 2003; she testified that the political portion of her work

amounted to about 50% of her legislative workday. Meeder acknowledged that

there were numerous attempts to shield the non-legislative work from

constituents.

Meeder also was tasked to pick up campaign contribution checks at

the P.O. Box 516 that was kept in Ingomar, Pennsylvania. When Meeder would

receive the Orie contribution checks, she would photocopy them on the district

office copier, place the copies in a binder, and then give the envelopes to Jamie

Pavlot. The binder was then kept in Pavlot's office in Orie's headquarters.

Meeder would then drive the checks to Orie's residence on a daily basis and

leave them in a bag hanging on the door of the house. Meeder also testified that

she photocopied poll cards on the legislative copier and she would print 1,000

copies at a time.

Jason Oavidek (hereinafter "0avidek") is another staffer who

testified that he worked for Orie from May 2002 through January 2004. Davidek

said that he began his employment for Orie as an intern in Natrona Heights, then

became a legislative assistant, and later moved to the McKnight Road district
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office. Once Davidek became a legislative assistant, his salary increased to

$24,000.

On one occasion, Davidek recalled being directed to obtain

nominating petition signatures for Orie. Davidek carried out this assignment

during the legislative workday while being paid as a senate staffer. Davidek

further stated that he obtained signatures in the North Hills and Butler County

areas with other legislative staffers, including Christa Meeder. In addition,

Davidek admitted that he also assembled campaign signage during the

legislative workday, as directed.

Sharon Cochran (hereinafter "Cochran"), testified that she worked

for Orie from April 2001 until May 2004. Cochran initially was employed as a

staff member in the Natrona Heights office and was later moved to the North Hills

office when Orie no longer had that area within her district.

On one occasion, Cochran stated that she, Orie, and Christa

Meeder left the legislative office to go "door knocking". At the time, Cochran

made $24,900 per year and was required to leave her legislative responsibilities

for several hours when doing such political activity. In addition, Cochran stated

that she made several non-legislative phone calls during the workday and was

even taken to an off-site location in order to participate in a phone bank to make

calls that were political in nature. Cochran testified that the orders to do these

types of non-legislative acts came typically from Jamie Pavlot, but would

occasionally be at the direction of Orie herself.
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Johnna Kerner (hereinafter "Kerner") was a full-time legislative aide

for Orie from the fall of 2004 to the fall of 2006. During late 2005, Grie asKea

Kerner to become involved in political work for the upcoming primary election.

Kerner stated that she became involved in such non-legislative activities as:

"door knocking" for Orie's nomination petition; entering and/or printing data on

Orie's campaign fund raising lists; stuffing envelopes; setting up and copying

nomination petitions and faxing fundraiser invitations. Kerner stated that in 2006,

Orie had a campaign office in the building across McKnight Road from her district

office, but she had no campaign staff at that location. According to Kerner, Orie

instead used her legislative staff for those election purposes, including staffers

George Dorko, Joe Smith and Jaime Pavlot.

In February 2006, Kerner stated that she and other legislative staff

members were directed to conduct "door knocking" during legislative work hours.

Kerner stated that she personally went "door knocking" during legislative work

hours for at least one full week, a weekend, and part of a second week. Kerner

recalled soliciting signatures in areas off of Babcock Boulevard, behind Orie's

district office, and in the area off of Middle Road, in Allegheny County. During

the week and the weekends, she was accompanied by Orie. Kerner advised that

even though they had obtained many more than the required number of

signatures, there was pressure by Orie staffers to acquire as many signatures as

possible on those election forms that were filed.

Kerner testified that she was provided with a new senate laptop

from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, within which political and fund raising data was to
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be entered. Kerner stated that Senator Orie provided her with a flash drive to

use for campaign-related files. Kerner related that she was unable to connect the

laptop computer to the office printer provided by the Senate, so she would

transfer any file or document that needed printed to the flash drive. The flash

drive would then be inserted into the legislative computer and printing was done

from the legislative equipment. According to Kerner, campaign-related files,

including databases for nominating petitions, yard signs and fundraising, were

also transferred from the flash drive and stored on the legislative computers in an

"0" drive, and access to that particular drive was given to only certain staff

members. According to Kerner, the "0" drive was Orie's own private drive, which

contained political and/or campaign files, including folders labeled "FR" and "FR

Harrisburg". Kerner said that "FR" meant "fundraiser". She further testified that

her computer access to the "0" drive was facilitated through Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania, but only certain legislative staffers had access. When she left,

staffer Audrey Rasmussen took over most of her duties and was given access to

the "0" drive.

According to Kerner, Orie was careful to issue most campaign-

related directives through Jamie Pavlot. Kerner stated that Orie often left voice-

mails overnight for Pavlot in which Orie gave campaign-related directives to

Pavlot. Kerner herself personally heard these voicemails, and was given

permission to listen to them by Pavlot when Pavlot delegated the particular

directive to Kerner; according to Kerner, Pavlot wanted to make sure that Orie's

instructions were heard and completed.
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Kerner also stated that Pavlot herself transcribed some instructions

from Orie, especially when the directives were made over the telephone. Pavlot

used steno tablets to document this information, and Kerner estimated that

Pavlot would fill about one tablet per month. Pavlot would keep the older

notepads behind her desk in her office.

During her testimony before this Grand Jury, Kerner identified

several e-mails from Orie to Pavlot that were ultimately forwarded to her attention

and directed her to include the named individual on a "host" (host committee for a

fundraiser), "FR" (fundraiser) or "petition list". Kerner testified that there were

separate fundraiser lists for Butler, Pittsburgh and Harrisburg.

Kerner stated that from her date of hiring through December 2005,

100% of her work was legislative in nature. However, beginning in January 2006

until her resignation in October 2006, Kerner estimated that fully 25% of her

legislative work hours were dedicated to campaign activities. She further testified

that during the month of February 2006 approximately 50% of her legislative

work hours were dedicated to campaign activities.

In addition to the above-described testimonial evidence, the Grand

Jury was also provided with numerous non-legislative documents relating to

Orie's office that covered the period of 2001 through and including November

2009. A number of witnesses who brought these documents forward were, in

fact, either present or former employees of the Senator's staff who stated that

they kept those records because they "thought that [those documents relating to

non-legislative work done on office time] might become important later". More
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than one of these witnesses before this Grand Jury testified that it was their

respective perception that it was "only a matter of time" until the unlawful acts

being required of Orie's senatorial staffers would become public, especially in

light of similar investigations that were already known to be underway regarding

other officeholders within the state. Those various witnesses indicated that they

wanted to protect themselves by preserving some of the non-legislative

documents with which they were required to work as Orie staff members.

Certain of those documents that were brought to the Grand Jury by

witnesses as "hard copies", as well as the downloaded contents of the above-

described "thumb drive", comprise a record of only a portion of the non-legislative

activities that actually took place in the Orie office over the past decade.

Nonetheless, these documents include: individual spreadsheets

showing contributor data that contains amounts given as well as pertinent

identification information of those contributors; a "Fat Cat" list showing the more

affluent contributors; templates from previous events which were used, and could

also later be used to generate similar copy for future political events;

correspondence marked "FR"- a means for notifying a staffer to mark the person

or organization as a potential target for future fundraising attempts; and even

documents that had handwritten notes personally inscribed by Orie telling

staffers to include on political files the name of the person that appeared on the

respective writings. Even the seemingly-innocuous phrase "see me", when

placed upon an e-mail or other writing, was identified by staffers as a coded

method by which Orie would alert a staffer to include the named-individual or
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company as one to be added to Orie's political database for future campaign and

fundraising purposes. Some designations also reportedly tipped-off staffers to

mark a particular person for a future contact for a "petition list", or to participate

as a future circulator for Orie's election petitions.

Orie Melvin's Campaigns

Further, multiple Orie senate staffers reported working, while on the

Senatorial payroll, at the directives of both Orie herself and those of her Chief of

Staff in both the 2003 and 2009 judicial campaigns of Orie's sister, Joan Orie

Melvin. In both of those respective years, Orie Melvin, then a Superior Court

Judge, was seeking a position as a Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justice; her

2003 election bid was lost to now-Justice Max Baer, but she won the 2009

general election for the same position as Justice of the Supreme Court.

Regarding the type of activity that was done towards promoting the

Orie Melvin campaigns, a number of current and/or former staffers testified.

One of Orie's staffers who talked about her involvement in the Orie

Melvin campaign was Jamie Pavlot. She testified that she would receive

directives for both herself and other legislative staffers from Janine Orie to

conduct campaign work for Orie Melvin. Janine Orie is Orie's and Orie Melvin's

sister and was at the time an employee of Orie Melvin's staff. According to

Pavlot, a request from Janine Orie was to be handled as if it was a request

directly from Orie herself. This Grand Jury has observed no less than 86 e-mai/s

corroborating Janine Orie's interaction with Orie's legislative staff concerning
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campaign activities on behalf of Orie Melvin's candidacy from August through

and including October of 2009.

In addition, during Orie Melvin's 2003 campaign for Supreme Court,

Pavlot also testified that she was instructed by Orie to make calls for Orie Melvin.

Orie staffer Pamela Wahal testified that she was required to work

for Orie Melvin on Election Day in 2003 at Orie's direct instruction, and she says

she received "comp" time for Orie's office as a result of doing so. Wahal testified

that she was also directed by Orie to organize Orie Melvin's anticipated victory

party, and visited the Pittsburgh North Marriot with Pavlot during working hours in

order to plan that event.

Christa Meeder, also stated that she was responsible for obtaining

signatures on documents for election purposes during regular business hours

instead of doing legislative duties at Orie's district office. Meeder testified that

she gathered signatures for Orie Melvin during Orie Melvin's 2003 election

campaign against Max Baer for Supreme Court, a task she was directed to do by

Pavlot. Pavlot gave a list to Meeder at the Orie district office and instructed

Meeder as to what neighborhoods she would have to canvas. It was Meeder's

contention that Orie was aware of such activity because "no one in the office ever

did anything absent an order from the Senator" and saying "no" to Pavlot was the

same as defying an order from Orie herself.

Meeder also testified at that time that the second floor of the La

Casa Blanca building [Orie's McKnight Road district office] contained boxes,

materials, and campaign signs for both Orie and Orie Melvin.
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Jason Oavidek, previously identified as one of Orie's staffers,

testified that during Orie Melvin's 2003 campaign, he was directed to act as the

judge's personal driver and "handler" during the legislative workday while he was

employed by Orie. According to Oavidek, he drove Orie Melvin on trips to middle

and eastern Pennsylvania that included: Scranton, Hazleton, Reading,

Harrisburg, and Chester County. On occasion, those trips included overnight

stays. Davidek stated that he would receive a copy of Orie Melvin's itinerary by

fax from Janine Orie at Orie's office. As a result of serving as Orie Melvin's

driver, he had the option of either receiving additional payor "comp" time, and he

said he generally accepted the "comp" time for most of the overnight stays.

According to Davidek, during Orie Melvin's 2003 campaign for Supreme Court,

he participated in over twenty trips where he acted as Orie Melvin's driver.

During May to November of 2003, he stated that one-third of his legislative

workday was devoted to conducting political work for Orie Melvin. Davidek's

legislative salary at the time was $24,000.

Sharon Cochran, also identified previously as an Orie staffer,

testified that she also was tasked to drive Orie Melvin to and from an event in

Johnstown, Pennsylvania, during the 2003 judicial campaign. As a result,

Cochran too received "comp" time at the Orie office; an e-mail between herself

and Pavlot documenting such approval was admitted into evidence before this

Grand Jury.

Cochran also recalled that Orie speciflcally requested that Cochran

speak with her ex-husband in order to get him to organize an event with the
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Steelworker's Union for Orie Melvin. Cochran stated that the event was

organized and held, but apparently was not well-attended by constituents. Orie

became furious with Cochran; Cochran was told by Orie that Cochran "did not try

hard enough to organize" that event for Orie Melvin. Orie complained to

Cochran that the event had been "a waste of Orie Melvin's time".

An e-mail was introduced into evidence before this Grand Jury that

confirmed how Cochran received legislative "comp" time for attending an event

for Orie Melvin; this request was approved by Pavlot.

Jamie Pavlot indicated that she began campaign work for Orie

Melvin's 2009 run for the Supreme Court began in May of 2009 and included the

drafting of letters, placement of yard signs, and database entry for fundraising

during the legislative staffers' normal working hours; a" of this was done, Pavlot

said, at the direction of either Orie and Janine Orie. In addition, the legislative

office printer and copy machine was used for such activities.

Pavlot also stated that she was often required by Orie to direct Dott

and Acker to conduct campaign work for Orie Melvin. Pavlot would send herself,

Dott, or Rasmussen to the Orie's P.O. Box 516 in Ingomar, Pennsylvania,

because that is where the Orie Melvin fundraising checks were mailed. In fact,

the Grand Jury saw an e-mail to Joanne Tsculas, an individual working on the

2009 Orie Melvin election campaign, from Pavlot stating that the Ingomar,

Pennsylvania P.O. Box 516 was to be used for Orie Melvin's

campaign/fundraising checks.
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The key to the Ingomar P.O. Box 516 was kept in Pavlot's desk

drawer. When Pavlot would receive the campaign-related checks, she would

then have the mail delivered to Orie's personal residence. In addition, Pavlot

confirmed that Dott also delivered and processed campaign-related materials to

be filed for the judge.

Pavlot stated that for at least two weeks prior to Orie Melvin's

election, at least one hour to two hours a day of her time were used during the

legislative workday for work on the Orie Melvin election. Such political activity by

Pavlot was per the direct instruction from Orie, and sometimes a directive from

Janine Orie.

Pavlot stated that campaigning during the legislative workday was

not an exception. In fact, Pavlot estimated that in the latter part of October 2009,

20% of Orie's legislative staff time was being used strictly for campaign activities

and she said that percentage rose as high as 50% for select employees.

Other Orie staffers corroborated Pavlot's testimony. One of those

was Young, who was involved in the events of October 29, 2009. Young stated

that he himself did not want to become involved in campaign-related work

because "he knew it was wrong". Young further indicated that it was his

impression that the other staff members knew that such non-legislative work was

not permitted under those circumstances.

Young testified that there was an office upstairs from Orie's district

office in which campaign signs were stored. Young further stated the he

personally assembled signs for short periods of time during regular office hours.
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In addition, Young averred that he was aware that campaign signs for Orie

Melvin were stored in Pavlot's office.

Young also stated that Dott spent at least half of his workday

performing campaign work for Orie Melvin.

It was Young's belief that Dott received orders for Orie Melvin's

campaign from Orie herself because he, too, often received directives from Orie.

Young stated that Orie was aware that campaign work for Orie Melvin was being

conducted by her legislative staff.

Young stated that a week prior to Orie Melvin's election, there was

a telephone bank across the street from Orie's office, and that all legislative

employees were required to work there at least twice. Young admits that he told

Pavlot, Acker, and Dott that he did not want to campaign during office time.

However, he also felt that the atmosphere was such in the office that if he did not

participate at the phone bank the attitude of the office towards him would change.

Dott confirmed that he became integrally involved in the 2009 Orie

Melvin campaign. Dott told the Grand Jury that he worked for Orie in constituent

relations and made a salary of $20,000 per year. Dott began his tenure in Orie's

office in April 2009 as an intern and he moved into a full-time position in the last

week of August of 2009.

According to Dott, Orie would assign campaign-related work once

she believed an employee was "loyal". Dott testified that Orie was known not to

separate her legislative work from political work, and there was no separate

campaign team in her office. Dott admitted that he knew that such activity was
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illegal, and that close to 50% of his legislative workday for two to three weeks

prior to the 2009 general election was dedicated to campaign work for Orie

Melvin's campaign. In addition, Dott confirmed that Pavlot herself also

participated in campaign-related work during the Orie Melvin run for office. Dott

also said that it was not unusual for the staff of Orie Melvin, particularly Janine

Orie, to direct the Orie's staff to do campaign work for Orie Melvin. On one

occasion, Janine Orie contacted Dott and instructed him to call a group of

Edinboro students who wanted to participate in Orie Melvin's campaign in order

to facilitate their support.

On another occasion, at the request of Pavlot, Dott says he was

asked to drive Orie Melvin to an event for a candidate in Wilkes-Barre,

Pennsylvania. Because this task extended beyond the workday, Dott was then

allowed to come into work at Orie's district office later in the day than usually

required, and he also received "camp" time for the period that he had spent

carrying out this assignment.

Dott also testified that he was delegated the responsibility for

picking up campaign fundraising checks for Orie Melvin during the legislative

workday from Orie's P.O. Box 516 in Ingomar, Pennsylvania. After bringing the

mail from that location, Dott brought the mail back to the district office and

scanned the Orie Melvin checks on the senate scanner and computer, and

turned the original checks over to Pavlot so they could be processed. Dott would

then enter the amount of the respective checks into a database that was kept on

a "thumb" or "jump" drive - a digital storage device that was provided to him for
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that purpose by Orie's staff. In addition, Janine and Pavlot then requested that

he write a "thank you note" to each contributor of checks to the Orie Melvin

campaign.

Dott stated that he would keep Orie Melvin contribution checks at

Orie's district office in his drawers and sometimes even on top of his desk. Dott

stated that he retained a photocopy of one check for $1,000 which was written

from Impel-Pac to Orie Melvin's campaign; this check copy was turned over the

District Attorney's Office and was ultimately introduced into evidence before the

Grand Jury. According to Dott, after he was done with the checks they were then

delivered to Orie's residence on a daily basis.

Dott stated that often he would receive e-mails from Orie that

contained the written words "see me" which was a "code" to him that meant that

the person in the e-mail was a person to list as a potential contributor for future

fundraising. Dott testified that when he did receive such coded directives, he

would print out the respective information and input the relevant material onto a

political database that he kept on the flash drive.

Dott also says that he kept palm cards, for Orie Melvin in his desk.

Dott received these hand cards from Janine herself.

Dott testified that the photocopying for Orie Melvin's campaign

occurred on the senate copier at the Orie district office. Dott testified that on one

occasion, he processed the Orie Melvin contribution checks on his laptop during

office hours in Orie's "upstairs office" one day in the summer of 2009. Dott

further noted that campaign yard signs for Orie Melvin were also assembled in
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that same upstairs office. Dott explained to the Grand Jury that he never took

"cornp" time when he did campaign-related tasks, nor, to his knowledge, was it

ever expected of him to do so.

Soon after it was learned that Orie was being investigated, Dott, at

the request of Pavlot, helped remove two boxes of material from Orie's office. It

was later determined by the Grand Jury that that these boxes contained various

political and campaign-related materials of Orie's dating from as early as the year

2000.

Dott recalled that on the day that Rioja left the Orie office, Pavlot

received a text message from Orie stating that Pavlot was to make a sign that

stated "Committee to Elect Jane Orie"; that sign was to be placed on the door of

the upstairs office. Also, Pavlot was directed to create pro-life hand cards for

Orie and another letter to replace the letter from Orie endorsing Orie Melvin in an

attempt to try to confuse Frantz. It was Dott's perception at the time that Orie

"could not undo what was already done"; he also said he thought it was unlikely

that Frantz would be fooled by such an endeavor.

Dott stated that the phone list that was used at the phone banks for

Orie Melvin's campaign was printed from the Orie district office computer. Dott

indicated that it was the perception in the office that if an employee did not

participate in the phone banks that they would be on Orie's "s--t list."

Dott also testified that he and Acker were in charge of placing yard

signs for Orie Melvin, and they both did so during the legislative workday.
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Other Orie staffers similarly confirmed that political work for the

Orie campaign was done by Orie's staff. Campbell testified that she recalled

seeing magnetic political signs kept in the Orie office. Campbell confirmed that

the second floor of the La Casa Blanca Building where Orie's district office was

located would on occasion be used for stuffing envelopes that were political in

nature.

Another Orie staffer, Rasmussen, testified that she performed

political campaign work at the direction of both Orie and Pavlot beginning in the

end of 2007. According to her, the political campaigning at the Orie office for

Orie Melvin's most recent Supreme Court run began in June of 2009.

Rasmussen asserted that both Dott and Pavlot also conducted political work and

she personally observed campaign material for Orie Melvin in Orie's district

office.

Rasmussen indicated that political and fundraising information for

both Orie and Orie Melvin were transferred from the "S" drive that had been on

the senate computer, onto a "jump drive." Rasmussen stated that she was told

to remove all of the information related to political campaigning from the senate

database by both Orie and Pavlot.

Rasmussen further stated that although working at the phone

banks for the election was "not mandatory", she felt pressure to participate by

Orie. This perception was confirmed when Rasmussen later said that she no

longer wished to conduct campaign work for Orie, and found herself 'lowered on

the totem pole" in the office. Rasmussen felt that Orie had a bad temper and she
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was afraid that if she did not participate in the phone bank that she would lose

her job. Rasmussen further corroborated that she too had heard the statement

expressed by at least one legislative staffer that "if people knew what they were

doing [regarding politicking] they would all be in handcuffs".

Summation

The body of evidence that this Grand Jury has received makes it

clear that both Orie and her sister Janine Orie, a court employee directed staffers

to perform certain non-legislative work such as campaigning and political

fundraising in pursuit of Orie Melvin's 2009 campaign for Justice of the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

Furthermore, this Grand Jury has reviewed some of those files from

the above-described "thumb drive" and has confirmed that, as testified to by

senatorial staffers before this investigative body, the contents of that digital

storage device do, in fact, contain large amounts of non-legislative data - data

that directly pertains to fundraising, campaigning, and other political activities of

both Orie and Orie Melvin.

Testimony and certain documentary evidence including text

messages, e-mails, and other writings that was reviewed during this Grand Jury

investigation make it clear that during the months leading up to the 2009 general

election there appeared to be a blatant disregard, by Orie and those she

designated to direct her staff, of the restrictions that the law places upon public

officeholders regarding the use of their office staff for legislative purposes only.
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This Grand Jury notes that the events of October 29, 2009, as

initially reported by Rioja, concerned only the 2009 judicial campaign of Orie

Melvin. However, after the investigation was underway, an attorney for Orie

"went public" with the fact that a criminal investigation of the Senator was in

progress. After that disclosure, this investigation was expanded and enhanced

when a significant number of individuals came forward to investigators.

When these witnesses were brought into the Grand Jury, the

investigation into the scope and extent of the illegal use of staffers in the Orie

office necessarily widened.

The fact that the utilization of office personnel to perform non-

legislative work persisted throughout virtually the entirety of the 2009 election

cycle was of special interest to this Grand Jury because of several factors:

• Orie herself is a lawyer, as well as a state
Senator;

• Orie is also a former prosecuting attorney at
both the county and state levels;

• Orie's own Senatorial district office was not
only geographically close to that of former
Representative Habay's legislative district office, but,
according to Orie's own staffers who testified before
this Grand Jury, the previous Habay investigation,
and ultimately the multiple convictions that he faced
for using his staff for non-legislative purposes,
caused those very staff members of Orie's own office
to become even more apprehensive because of the
apparent illegality of the non-legislative work that
they themselves were being required to perform for
both Orie's, and later, Orie Melvin's, political
campaigns;

• Much of Orie's most recent use of her
legislative staff to promote the Orie Melvin campaign
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allegedly occurred after a lengthy federal
investigation resulted in the March 2009 conviction of
former State Senator Vincent Fumo for similar
misuse of his governmental staff;

• Much of the alleged use of Orie of her
legislative staff for political purposes appears to have
been ongoing during a portion of the almost two and-
a-half year probe by the State Attorney General
known as "Bonusgate" that recently led to the
adjudication of guilt of at least one high ranking
member of the Pennsylvania General Assembly for
similar acts of public corruption; and

• Lastly, Orie, as a Senate Majority Whip, is a
member of the State Senate's Committee of
Management Operations (COMO) that provides
interpretation of the Financial Operating Rules of the
Senate and also policy guidance for the members
and employees of the Pennsylvania Senate.

Indeed, the language in the decision by the Pennsylvania Superior

Court which upheld the conviction of former Representative Jeff Habay should

have been both a lesson to, and a guide for all, state lawmakers and their

respective staffs when it comes to utilization of legislative employees for non-

legislative, politically-related purposes. The portions of the Habay opinion which

was handed down by the Superior Court on October 10, 2007 - a full two years

before the Orie Melvin General Election in 2009 - and which this Grand Jury

finds to have confirmed the standard of permissible conduct in such cases,

includes the following language:

Appellant [Habay] had fair notice and could easily
predict that, in his capacity as an elected
representative, he was not allowed to direct state-paid
employees under his authority to conduct campaign
and/or fundraising-related work, during state-paid
time, for his personal benefit. Through his actions,
Appellant secured a private monetary advantage for
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himself because, by having state employees work for
him on his campaign and/or fund raising tasks while
they were being paid by the state, he obtained the
benefit of free campaign work funded by the
taxpayers. In this same vein, Appel/ant, by virtue of
using state employees, did not have to spend his own
money to pay workers involved in such matters. The
words of the statute surely allowed Appellant to
understand that such conduct was prohibited by law.
He could have easily gauged his contemplated
actions and predicted they were unlawful.

Commonwealth v. Hebev. PA Super 2007, 934 A.2d 732, at page 738.

One of the witnesses who testified before this investigative body

was, Russell Faber (hereinafter "Faber"), Chief Clerk for the Pennsylvania

Senate. Faber holds a nonpartisan position that is elected by full membership of

the State Senate every two years. According to Faber, he is responsible for

overseeing many aspects of the administration of senate staff.

Faber testified before this Grand Jury that a committee of the

Senate known as COMO is the Committee of Management Operations; this is

the management committee of the Senate that provides interpretation of the

Financial Operating Rules of the Senate and provides additional policy guidance

for the Senate and its members and employees. Faber indicated that Senator

Orie is on the committee because she is the Senate Majority Whip.

Faber then testified before this Grand Jury as to his interpretation of

the Pennsylvania Ethics Act as it relates to a conflict of interest which states that

a person should not engage in any activity that will provide for a private

pecuniary benefit to an individual officeholder or to a sibling of an officeholder as

a result of the use or authority to his or her office. Faber further indicated that the
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use of senate equipment or staffers during the legislative workday for a reelection

campaign would qualify as a personal pecuniary benefit.

According to Faber, COMO, the Pennsylvania Ethics Act and

Financial Operating Rules of the Senate all provide a framework on what type of

activities are appropriate for a senate employee. Faber indicated that the two

caucuses of the Senate even provide training on these areas. In addition, Faber

stated that if a senate employee would have a question about whether they

could, for example, expense a certain item; they could call him directly and seek

guidance. According to him, neither Orie nor her staff has ever contacted him

with any such questions.

Faber also testified that the rules governing legislative vs.

nonlegislative work can be found on the senate Intranet, and there is also an

orientation given to new employees as to what can and cannot be lawfully done.

Faber testified that each Senator has at least one district office and

the expenses for the office are paid by his office specifically. Faber further stated

that a campaign office and a district office should be separate offices.

Faber indicated the following as being impermissible activities as

per the aforementioned guidelines:

• A senate employee cannot receive a bonus for doing
work that is personal or political in nature;

• An employee cannot receive a couple of weeks
advance pay for time he did not actually work;

• An employee cannot be hired as a personal assistant
to the Senator or the Senator's family members;
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• Senate office equipment cannot be used during the
legislative workday to further the Senator's or Senator's
sibling's campaign interests;

• Senate office equipment cannot be used after the
workday to further the Senator's or the Senator's sibling's
campaign interests;

• Senate office supplies such as paper or postage
cannot be used further the Senator's or the Senator's
sibling's campaign interests;

• The Senate information database cannot be used to
generate names to create campaign literature;

• A Senator cannot have legislative employees attend
parades on their behalf and distribute campaign literature;

• A Senator cannot use constituent contact information
for the Senator's or his or her sibling's campaign interests;

• A Senator cannot have legislative staff members
during the workday draft "thank-you" notes and maintain
records of political contributions; and

• A Senator cannot use an employee as a driver to
transport the Senator's siblings.

The Financial Impact

The actual cost that accrued to taxpayers as a result of Orie's

alleged misuse of her legislative staff - according to testimony before this Grand

Jury -- depended upon what was going on politically at any particular moment in

time in the Orie office: i.e., during the time frames of Orie's own runs for office in

2002 and 2006 political activity among Orie's staff was most elevated; 50 too was

it during those times that Orie held her yearly fundraising campaigns. As

evidence has shown in this investigation, the same increase in the use of the

Orie staff for non-legislative work took place during Orie Melvin's two campaigns
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for Justice of the Supreme Court in 2003 and 2009. Peaks of non-legislative

activity occurred during those periods of time that immediately preceded both the

primary and general elections.

Based upon the time periods which Orie staffers admittedly devoted

to non-legislative work, the monetary loss to the Commonwealth appears to

range from a low of approximately $37,000 to a high of $74,000. Testimony has

revealed that during the most active portions of those above-described times the

non-legislative work of Oriels staffers could account for up to 50%, or on some

occasions, even more, of the staffers' workdays. At least three of Oriels staffers

so testified to this account: Joshua Dott, Jamie Pavlot and Christa Meeder.

Orie's own Chief of Staff, Jamie Pavlot, admitted that as much as 20% of

legislative staff time, and sometimes as high as 50% for some individual staffers,

was expended to carry out campaign activities.

It should be noted that the above monetary calculations do not

encompass all of the financial benefits that accrued to Orie, Orie Melvin, or their

respective campaigns throughout the years that this scheme was ongoing. The

unfettered access that was available for political purposes to Orie's legislative

office space, equipment, and staffers willing to do their political bidding was

virtually without cost- except to the taxpayers of the Commonwealth. The actual

calculation of those benefits will, unfortunately, have to be left for a later time.

This Grand Jury is aware that after the attorney for Orie made the

general public aware of the existence of this investigation, a few former

employees were interviewed by the media and they were reported as saying that
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they had seen no evidence of any such non-legislative work being done by staff

of the Orie office. It appears to this Grand Jury that the evidence it has received

during this investigation makes it clear that while the intermingling of legislative

and political work was most pervasive during those times when either Orie or her

sister actually was involved in electioneering, or fundraising, those types of

activities weren't necessarily being pursued to the same degree of intensity at all

times of the year as they would have been during the actual election cycles

themselves, or, for that matter, during those times of Orie's most active periods of

fundraising such as the annual efforts that generally took place in late spring or

early summer.

It is thus entirely conceivable to this Grand Jury that some staffers,

including some short-term interns working in the fall or winter in a non-election

year, may never have been exposed to the type of non-legislative efforts that

were taking place at other times in the very same legislative office. And most

staffers agreed that the use of the senate employees by Orie for political

purposes was not necessarily something that staffers generally talked about -

especially to other workers who did not have a vested interest in continuing their

respective employment with Orie's district office.

A number of these same people, both current staff members as

well as some who had been previOUSly-employedby the Orie office, have

testified that they were well aware of the illegality of the acts that they were being

required to perform on behalf of Orie herself and, at times, those that they did on

behalf of Orie's sister, Joan Orie Melvin. Nonetheless, they said that they felt
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compelled to carry out the directives handed down by Orie or her designates -

who included Orie's Chief of Staff Pavlot and, during the two Orie Melvin

campaigns, Janine Orie - because such activities were considered to be "part of

the job".

Orie staffers who testified before this Grand Jury further reported

how a member of Orie's senate office staff who would challenge directives

handed-down for them to perform non-legislative work while on senate time

would be met with repercussions by either Orie or her Chief of Staff. In some

cases such an unwillingness to cooperative in non-legislative activities by a

staffer while on state paid time was perceived as "evidence of disloyalty", a

transgression that in some cases led to eventual termination of employment at

Orie's office.

On the other hand, those who were deemed to be "loyal" to Orie's

cause would sometimes reap significant benefits - such as through in-house

promotions. One other example of this was reflected in an episode that occurred

in 2004 when one temporary staffer, who could not receive an increase in salary

because of a state-imposed cap on intern salaries, was actually permitted to

accrue at leas two weeks of pay even though the staffer was not actually

required to be present at the office to perform any legislative duties.

A number of witnesses have observed to this Grand Jury that Orie

seemed to staff her legislative positions with people who were least likely to

complain about having to perform the non-legislative tasks in which they were

required to participate, specifically staffers in a one income family who could iII-
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afford to lose their jobs. The Grand Jury sees this common observation that was

made by a number a witnesses who testified before it as a reasonable basis for

understanding the reason why it took an unpaid intern who had no vested

interest in an ongoing job to come forward and report the illegal activity that

apparently had been going on for such an extended period of time within the Orie

legislative office.

Evidence before this investigative body made it clear that although

in actuality for years members of Orie's staff were being directed to do illegal,

non-legislative, political work by the Senator for herself and for others - including

her sister, Judge Orie Melvin - the public persona that was portrayed by Orie

projected quite the opposite picture - that is, that hers was an office that was

portrayed as having scrupulously adhered to the law when it came to assigning

work to her legislatively-paid staff. This projection was clearly echoed in the

letter that Orie herself originally hand-wrote to be typed up and sent to the

complaining intern as well as to the intern's supervisory professors at the

University of Pittsburgh in response to the allegations of improprieties that had

been made by that intern on October 30, 2009. Those words of Orie's in that

correspondence read as follows: "At no time has any member of my staff

engaged in any political activity during, or on official state working time."

As has been observed by this Grand Jury in both the documents

that it has reviewed and in the testimony of at least fifteen witnesses who testified

under oath as to the nature of the political work that has done literally for years in

her office, Orie's words in that correspondence appear to be substantially refuted
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by evidence uncovered during this inquiry. To say the least, the myriad of e-

mails, text messages, and other writings, as well as the actual testimony of those

staffers - past and present - who worked regularly for her, including at least one

who served as a supervisor in Orie's office for over ten years, directly contradict

the assertions that Orie made in that letter.

One witness before this Grand Jury made a comment that seemed

to especially "hit home" to this investigative body regarding the apparent the level

of hypocrisy that appears to have existed within the supervisory personnel who

worked within the Orie legislative office. When asked to describe a particular

piece of correspondence that was ultimately identified by the witness as one of

the innumerable political "thank you" notes that the witness had been tasked to

send out for Orie to a person who had contributed to the Senator's political

campaign, the worker directed the attention of the Grand Jurors to the words that

appear on the bottom of the letter itself; those words were, "Not paid for at

taxpayers expense." As she read these words, the witness seemed to bristle as

she explained that she was the very person who prepared that document, as well

as others like it - all while she did this she was on the state payroll as a staffer

for the Pennsylvania Senate. The staffer lamented that the printed words at the

bottom of that letter just were not true.

Among the legislative items that were also used by staffers to

promote the respective political activities of both Orie and her sister, Orie Melvin,

were some of a more concrete nature.
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The use of the office equipment in Orie's legislative office reportedly

occurred frequently according to staffers, and apparently took place for both

Orie's own political purposes and for those of Orie Melvin as well. While some of

the print work for both Orie and Orie Melvin was sent out to commercial printers

in the area, at least five of her staff reported that Orie's legislative office printer

being used for political purposes at other times. As recently as October 29th
,

2009, Orie's senate-owned equipment was utilized after Orie herself directed

staffers to draw up poll cards for the Orie Melvin campaign for delivery to

convents and nuns in the area (some of which were assigned destinations not

even in the area covered by Orie's Senatorial district).

As reflected above, on another occasion a staffer reported being

directed to draw up and print 1,000 poll cards at a time for use in one of Orie's

campaign. Other staffers reported the regular use of the legislative office

scanner to input political and campaign-related matters into databases for both

the Orie and Orie Melvin campaigns. When hard copies of the data within the

files of both Orie and Orie Melvin were needed, Orie's printer or photocopier

equipment was utilized to provide those hard copies. All of these things had a

cost to the taxpayers; but those costs are just not readily ascertainable at this

time.

In summary, the value of the investigative Grand Jury process to

pursue formal inquiries into allegations of public corruption was clearly evidenced

in this case. An obvious impediment to law enforcement's ability to ferret out

pervasive acts of illegality by public officials can often arise in such cases, as it
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actually did occur on multiple occasions during this investigation. Here,

subpoenaed witness after witness - the majority of who were either past or

current employees of Orie - sought the protections embodied within their

respective Constitutional rights against self-incrimination.

The Grand Jury noted throughout the investigation the reluctance of

several witnesses to come forward and describe what had been going on behind

the closed doors of the Orie office for so many years. Had it not been for the

authority of the Grand Jury Supervising Judge's ability to grant immunity to those

witnesses who expressed reluctance to testify, the results of this inquiry may

have been very different.

Certainly the resolution and full scope of the allegations that had

been made at the initiation of this case would have taken much longer if the

Grand Jury had been denied access to the witness testimony and documentary

evidence that ultimately was brought forward. Had judicial immunity not been

available, most of the allegations now within this Presentment would still remain

hidden beneath the shroud of secrecy imposed by concerns for job security and

the desire to keep the fact of participation in such illegal acts from the public

view.

Clearly, this investigation has disclosed the existence of a system

of abuse of the services of legislative staff members of the Orie senate office that

persisted over no less than a full decade. The widespread commingling of

legislative versus non-legislative duties by staff members created an atmosphere

of abuse and corruption that permeated the atmosphere of that Senatorial office.
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By utilizing her own staffers, Orie was able to gain a financial advantage over

those of her political competitors who were required to go the open market in

order to obtain staff and equipment to mount a credible campaign; the situation

for Orie was obviously different due to a ready-made staff of state-paid workers

that she could draw upon to take care of her political needs as the occasion

arose.

Certainly what this Grand Jury has observed through the testimony

and documentary evidence in this case clearly demonstrate that Orie's on-going

campaign activities for years were the antithesis of political competition on a

"level playing field".
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CONCLUSIONS

We, the 2008 Allegheny County Investigating Grand Jury, do

hereby conclude as follows:

1. That there is probable cause to believe that Senator Jane Orie

committed the crimes of three (3) counts of Theft of Services-Diversion of

services, specifically that (1) between 2001 through and including November,

2009 {for her own personal political fundraising and campaign work}, (2) the 2002

and 2006 election cycles, {the election campaigns of Senator Oriel, and (3) the

2003 and 2009 election cycles {for the benefit of her sister, Joan Orie Melvin's

Supreme Court races}, she, having control over the disposition of services of

others, namely, the services of her legislative staff, for political purposes, to

which she was not entitled, knowingly diverted such services to her own benefit

or to the benefit of another not entitled thereto and the services had a total value

greater than $2,000 (18 Pa.C.S.A.§ 3926(b».

2. That there is probable cause to believe that Janine Orie, as an

accomplice of Jane Orie, committed the crime of one (1) count of Theft of

Services - Diversion of Services (18 PA.C.S.A.§ Sec. 306(C)(1)(ii», on diverse

dates during the 2009 election cycle when she knowingly participated in the

diversion of services of members of Jane Orie's legislative staff over which

Senator Orie had control of the disposition of such services, in order that such

staffers would conduct on legislative time political work for candidate Joan Orie

Melvin when Senator Orie, Janine Orie, and Joan Orie Melvin were not entitled to
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such services, such diverted services having a total value greater that $2000 (18

PA.C.S.A.§. 3926 (b).

3. That there is probable cause to believe that Senator Jane Orie

committed one (1) count of the crime of Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Theft of

Services, specifically that between 2001 through December, 2009, with the intent

of promoting or facilitating theft of services from the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, agreed with Janine Orie, Jamie Pavlot, and legislative staffers

known and unknown, to divert the services of Senator Orie's legislative staff for

the personal benefit of Senator Jane Orie and/or Judge Joan Orie Melvin, neither

of whom were entitled to these services. (18 Pa.C.S.A. §903).

4. That there is probable cause to believe that Janine Orie committed (1)

one count of the crime of Criminal Conspiracy to Commit Theft of Services,

specifically that during the 2009 election cycle with the intent of promoting or

facilitating theft of services from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, agreed with

Senator Jane Orie, Jamie Pavlot, and legislative staffers known and unknown, to

divert the services of Senator Orie's legislative staff for the personal benefit of

Judge Joan Orie Melvin, who was not entitled to these services. (18 Pa.C.S.A. §

903).

5. That there is probable cause to believe that Senator Jane Orie

committed the crimes of (3) three counts of Tampering or Fabricating Physical

Evidence, specifically that (1) between October 30, 2009 through early
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November. 2009. (2) November 2.2009 and (3) November 4.2009 through early

December, 2009, Senator Jane Orie, believing that an official investigation was

about to be instituted. destroyed, concealed or removed campaign-related

documents from her legislative office with the intent of impairing the availability of

these documents to an investigation. (18 Pa.C.S.A. § 4910).

6. That there is probable cause to believe that Senator Jane Orie

committed the crimes of three (3) counts of Conflict of Interest, specifically that

during the time (1) beginning from 2001 through and including November. 2009

{for her own personal fundraising}. (2) the 2002 and 2006 election cycles, {the

election campaigns of Senator Oriel, and (3) the 2003 and 2009 election cycles

{for the benefit of her sister, Joan Orie Melvin's Supreme Court races}. Senator

Jane Orie, a public official. engaged in conduct that constituted a conflict of

interest. by using her office for the private pecuniary benefit of herself and her

immediate family, specifically. her sister. Judge Joan Orie Melvin (65 Pa.C.S.A.

§1103(a»
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Grand Jury therefore recommends the following charges be

filed against the following:

Senator Jane Orie

1) Theft of Services [Diversion of Services], 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 3926(b), (3 Counts),

Felony of the Third Degree

2) Tampering with or Fabricating Physical Evidence, 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 4910(1)

(3 counts), Misdemeanor of the Second Degree

3) Criminal Conspiracy, 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 903, to commit Theft of Services,

18 Pa.C.S.A. § 3926(b), (1 count), Felony of the Third Degree

4) Pennsylvania Public Official and Employee Ethics Act, 65 Pa.C.S.A. § 1103(a)

(3 counts), Statutory Felony

Janine Orie

1) Theft of Services [Diversion of Services], 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 3926(b)

(one count), Felony of the Third Degree

2) Criminal Conspiracy, 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 903, to commit Theft of Services,

18 Pa.C.S.A. § 3926(b), (one count), Felony of the Third Degree
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It is the further recommendation of this Grand Jury that, since the

investigation into the conduct of other principals who may have been involved in

these and related crimes remains unfinished at this time, as soon as practicable,

a subsequent Grand Jury be empanelled to ascertain the full criminal liability of

those individuals, known and unknown, who are not included within these

recommendations.
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